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• The 1990s were a period of remarkable economic growth, spurred by vastly 
profitable initial public offerings (IPOs), and mergers and acquisitions (M&As).

• Investment banks were at the center of these lucrative deals.

• Investment banks secure funds for corporations by underwriting their stock. 

• The top two U.S. investment banks are Morgan Stanley and Goldman Sachs.

• Sidney Weinberg, former Goldman CEO, was the archetype of the rock-solid, 
reliable, financially sound investment banker of decades past.

• Weinberg was Goldman’s CEO from 1930 to 1969, investment banking’s golden era.

• After Weinberg, investment bankers’ conservative image changed to that of a hired 
gun willing to handle any financial deals, including bad ones, for enough money. 

• Thus, investment banking morphed from “relationship banking” into a constant 
round of frenzied deal making.

• The U.S. government’s repeal of the Glass Steagall Act enabled large commercial 
banks to get into the highly profitable IPO and M&A businesses. 

• The economic boom of the ’90s turned into economic bust after the year 2000. 
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  Relevance

What You Will Learn
In this Abstract, you will learn: 1) What investment banking is; 2) Which U.S. investment banks 
have led the industry; and 3) How and why investment banking has changed radically. 

Recommendation
Whenever there are dramatic upheavals on Wall Street, shock waves ricochet throughout 
the U.S. and world economies. And, when you say Wall Street, most people think of its 
storied investment banks – Morgan Stanley, Goldman Sachs, J.P. Morgan Chase. Who 
built and ran these firms? What makes them tick? How did they fare in the booming 1990s? 
And what is happening to them (at least, what was happening just before the autumn 2008 
crackup). Investment banker Jonathan A. Knee, a Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley 
alumnus, reports on his career and on the investment banking industry. He explains how 
these firms have changed radically from the days when J.P. Morgan Jr. advised his peers 
to do “first-class business in a first-class way” to the Wall Street motto of the 1990s, 

“IBG-YBG” (“I’ll be gone, you’ll be gone”), meaning, “Who cares what happens long-
term regarding the deals we do today?” This shockingly shortsighted viewpoint led to the 
recent bitter harvest. If you want to understand how Wall Street works – and sometimes 
doesn’t work – getAbstract recommends this informative, insightful and witty book. 

  Abstract

The Go-Go 1990s
The 1990s were a fantastic period on Wall Street. Economic growth seemed inevitable 
and everlasting. Some think of the 1980s as the 20th century’s great boom era, but in 
the ’90s, things really zoomed into the stratosphere. For example, in 1999, America’s 
three top investment banks – Morgan Stanley, Goldman Sachs and Merrill Lynch 

– each handled mergers and acquisitions (M&As) valued at more than $1 trillion. But 
Wall Street’s core values also changed drastically in the ’90s. How could they not? The 
markets offered Wall Street’s leading investment banks the chance to seize way too 
many profitable opportunities.

And seize they did. The investment banks handled innumerable, incredibly lucrative 
IPOs and M&As. The unusual nature of the high-tech firms that were going public 
also made these deals surprising. Many, particularly the Internet firms, had no business 
track records. Yet people lined up to invest in their overvalued equities. Netscape’s IPO 
in August 1995, which was followed by Yahoo, Amazon and eBay’s IPOs, marked this 
blistering economic era.

Wall Street had begun to remake itself even before the ’90s’ frenzied expansion. The 
venerable “white shoe” traditions of solid conservatism and staid fiscal policy seemed 
passé. Investment bankers were far too busy trying to keep up with the breathtaking 
booms bursting around them like machine gun fire: the Internet, telecoms, technology 
and even the stock market. They did not know that these booms were bubbles that would 
eventually fizzle and deflate. 

The booms lit huge fires on Wall Street. To keep up with this exciting growth, investment 
bankers morphed from “discreet trusted advisers to increasingly mercenary deal hounds.” 

“With roots 
going back over 
a century, the 
major investment 
banking houses 
largely eschewed 
publicity and had 
developed their 
own idiosyncratic 
cultures built 
on notions of 
exclusivity, 
integrity and 
conservatism.”

“What sends 
an investment 
banking fi rm into 
decline is typically 
a major scandal, 
a capital crisis, 
a mass exodus 
of productive 
partners, or usually 
some combination 
of the three.”
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These bankers built their reputations on client service and good business, but in the era 
of the celebrity CEO, investment bankers also became superstars. They all wanted the 
limelight, a profound change for the formerly understated industry. 

Investment banking became far less advisory, and much more transactional and 
opportunistic. In the old days, investment bankers applied highly exacting self-
regulatory standards to their business activities. But overwhelmed by the huge profits to 
be made, their culture of conservatism transformed into a culture of contingency. As a 
result, investment bankers’ business thinking became remarkably short-term. This had 
major long-term implications, few of them good. But in the short range, everything was 
glorious. Investment bankers received six-figure annual salaries. Many made millions 
each year, often punched skyward by lucrative bonuses. 

Late in the ‘90s, the government dramatically opened the banking environment even more. 
For 66 years, the Glass Steagall Act had forbidden banks to underwrite securities. Congress 
passed the legislation in 1933 to split commercial and investment banking, and to undercut 
J.P. Morgan Jr.’s power. In 1999, the U.S. government repealed the act. Commercial banks 
began to engage in investment banking activities with a vengeance.

The Major Players
In the late 19th century, the leading investment banking houses included Morgan Stanley 
and Goldman Sachs. Merrill Lynch was right behind them, followed by First Boston, 
Lehman Brothers, and Donaldson Lufkin and Jenrette (DLJ). Salomon Brothers was a 
major player until the late 1980s, and there were many others. Investment banks initially 
established themselves by selling objective financial counsel and strategic business 
advice to CEOs. Now they made their profits by being frantically busy with securities 
trading and sales, primarily IPOs. They also began to focus heavily on M&As, which 
were extremely active “during the 1960s binge of conglomerate build-ups.” Indeed, 
IPOs and M&As quickly became the most profitable activities for investment banks 
and other financial firms. Many such firms also started dealing in “junk bonds,” 
securities that the rating services (Moody’s, S&P) classified as “speculative.” The 
odd, unseemly concept of junk bonds would have been anathema to the old investment 
banks. Indeed, the bankers of past decades would have been appalled at the changes 
in their once-pristine sector. 

What Investment Banks Do
Investment banks have two primary functions: corporate finance and “sales and trading.” 
The better-known corporate finance function involves raising money so companies can 
expand their operations, develop new capabilities and purchase new assets, including 
other companies. Investment banks secure this capital from mutual funds, pension funds, 
insurance companies and similar sources. They raise capital through IPOs that provide 
equity to investors, and from sales of financial instruments, like bonds. Investment 
bankers also provide objective, third-party advice on M&As and other transactions.

When it sells a client company’s securities, the investment bank “underwrites” these 
assets. Most of the time, this does not mean that the bank must buy the securities if it 
cannot find buyers, but it must make a good-faith effort to secure outside purchasers. 
In its sales and trading function, the bank is directly involved in buying and selling 
securities, serving as a middleman on enormous transactions. On IPOs, these banks can 
earn up to 7% of the funds they raise. That’s the “spread.” 

“Investment banks 
and investment 
bankers had 
always thought 
of themselves as 
providing a highly 
differentiated 
value-added 
service – strategic 
advice selected 
based on quality.”

“Investment 
banking, at 
bottom, is 
a sales job.”

“Information, 
maybe more 
than ideas, is the 
coin of the realm 
in investment 
banking.”

“The ‘spin’  
involved in any 
sales job has a 
comic aspect 
that takes on an 
even more absurd 
quality when the 
fi nancial stakes 
are as high as 
in investment 
banking.”
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“White-Shoe” Conservatism
The decades after the Great Depression were a golden era for investment banks, which 
operated at the shining summit of the business world. Everyone in commerce respected 
and trusted them as model financial firms. They were loyal to their clients, providing 
wise counsel and superb execution. They were entirely circumspect. Leading companies 
worldwide relied on their assistance and advice about their specialty: raising capital.   

CEOs turn to investment banks for funds, advice and information, since investment 
bankers come to know a great deal about the industries they “cover.” CEOs gain access to 
this knowledge by developing strong rapport with the bankers, hence the development of 

“relationship” banking, a pivotal step for early investment banks and their customers. As 
corporate outsiders, investment bankers can provide the expert, objective financial advice 
that CEOs often cannot get from those who work for them. The information that company 
insiders give CEOs is often biased, self-serving or unduly rosy − in short, suspect. 

In the past, investment banks avoided publicity. They prized integrity and a conservative, 
steady-as-she-goes approach. Investment banker Sidney Weinberg, head of Goldman 
Sachs from 1930 until his death in 1969, typified this age of investment banking. 
Honest, forthright, savvy and independent, he had strong views on business ethics and 
commercial standards, though his opinions and attitudes would seem old-fashioned 
today. For example, he refused to underwrite gambling businesses. He kept Goldman out 
of hostile takeover bids. His ideas were the gold standard for investment banking until 
he died. Then things started to change. During the 1970s and beyond, investment banks 
stopped viewing M&As as a sideline or loss leader, and fastened onto their immense 
profit potential. Their advisory fees were much too attractive to do otherwise. 

“Financial supermarkets” began to emerge, forever altering the once-elevated importance 
of relationship banking. In financial circles, “one-stop shopping” came to mean securing 

“higher margin investment banking business” from every area, including not-very-
attractive banking and lending products. The old, reliable bankers suddenly had to 
market dubious financial products that might be inimical to their clients’ best interests. 
Unorthodox M&A specialists became the new stars. The investment banker’s image 
slipped. No longer seen primarily as a trusted adviser, the banker became a “mercenary 
gun for hire,” out to profit by selling or buying businesses. 

Morgan Stanley
Morgan Stanley had long been a leading investment bank, and certainly the Street’s 
most silk-stocking, upper-class firm. Originally part of the patrician “House of Morgan,” 
it spun off from J.P. Morgan in 1935 as a result of Glass Steagall, but it retained the 
imperious Morgan style. It offered valued financial advice to powerful corporations 
worldwide, including prestige client General Motors. After the spin-off, Morgan Stanley 
was immediately successful on its own. In its first year, it “underwrote $1 billion of 
securities,” an impressive 25% of the market. By the 1950s, it was the “trend-setting 
firm and social arbiter,” and, by far, the leading “Yankee house” in investment banking, 
as opposed to Goldman Sachs, the leading “Jewish house.” 

In the 1960s, Morgan Stanley did not have a formal securities sales and trading operation, 
having long considered these activities déclassé. Yet by 1971, it was in that business and 
up to its eyeballs in M&As. During the mid-’70s, Morgan Stanley provided advice on its 

“first major ‘hostile takeover’.” The venerable, white-shoe company went public in 1986. 
And in 1997 it merged with Dean Witter Discover, a “down market” retail brokerage and 

“Much of the fun 
of working for 
private companies 
as an investment 
banker is designing 
a customized 
process to 
achieve whatever 
idiosyncratic 
objectives the 
owner may have.”

“Unlike fi nancings, 
M&A did not 
require an 
expensive trading 
infrastructure and 
did not require that 
the fi rm put its own 
balance sheet 
at risk.”

“Publicity 
accompanied 
transactional 
banking as 
naturally as secrecy 
did relationship 
banking.”  
[ – Historian 
Ron Chernow]

“Among CEOs, 
one [now] fi nds 
an unprecedented 
level of cynicism, 
suspicion and 
distrust of 
investment banks.”
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credit card firm. Talk about déclassé! By 2005, management turmoil had temporarily 
damaged its reputation.

Goldman Sachs
Goldman Sachs began life in the 19th century as an upstart enterprise run by two “German-
Jewish immigrant families.” Eventually, Goldman challenged the established, pedigreed 
Yankee houses. Goldman Sachs was a family affair for decades. Half a century passed 
before someone who was not named Goldman or Sachs became a partner. During the IPO 
and M&A boom, Goldman structured itself differently than other investment banks. Its 
internal Investment Banking Services (IBS) department handled all client relationships, 
though other banks divided their business into industry groups headed by specialists. 
Goldman’s IBS model was brilliant. Other investment banking houses could lose business 
quickly when one of their specialists moved to another firm. But Goldman could quickly 

“replace one...banker with another.”    

In 1994, however, Goldman suffered major “fixed income trading losses.” With profits 
already down for the year, numerous partners with substantial capital stakes all decided 
to retire at once. Together they pulled out their money. This blow made an IPO just a 
matter of time. It happened in 1999. Despite this structural change, Goldman remained 
the “rock of Wall Street,” the top leader in investment banks’ most profitable jobs: IPOs 
and M&As. Indeed, as hostile Wall Street takeovers became pronounced, Goldman was 
the firm others hired to defend against such actions. In terms of investment banking, 
Goldman remains probably the strongest franchise overall. 

The 2000 Crash
By 2000, the bubbles of the go-go ’90s had dramatically burst. The high-tech and Internet 
firms’ inflated stock prices had fallen back to earth. They had been based on loony 
valuation calculations (“fantastical projections”) that no one had seen before and that few 
(only those with “Internet DNA”) could understand. The result: a new business landscape. 
By now, investment banking no longer even remotely resembled its staid, conservative 
past. Having expanded at an unprecedented pace in the late 20th century, it suffered 
a devastating retrenchment during the first few years of the new millennium. Right 
and left, investment bankers lost their high-paying jobs. However, investment banking 
rebounded by 2005, when Wall Street workers received $20 billion in payouts. 

Investment banking no longer occupies its former elevated niche. Given that many now 
see it as little more than a “commodity service,” its new status comes as no surprise. 
Investment banks once underwrote equity offerings because their leaders believed that 
the public would benefit from buying the stock. But in recent years, most investment 
banks underwrite issues because they believe their people can sell them at a set price. 
Today, leveraged buyout (LBO) firms and hedge funds have taken up the slack, partially 
filling the investment banks’ old role. Some question the long-term implications of 
switching to these less-regulated institutions. Many astute observers believe this may 
raise the U.S. economy’s “risk profile.” Where is Sidney Weinberg when you need him?

  About the Author
Jonathan A. Knee is an adjunct professor of finance and economics at the Columbia 
Graduate School of Business, and senior managing director of Evercore Partners’ 
corporate advisory practice. 

“Although it may 
not be obvious, 
being a good 
investment banker 
is not synonymous 
with being a good 
investor.”

“Just as the 
investment banks 
were ill-prepared to 
deal with the boom 
of 1990s, they had 
no road map to 
manage the 
bust of the 
new millennium.”

“Where once 
dressing down 
implied that a 
banker had cooler 
clients than the 
rest of us, now 
it implied that a 
banker had no 
client meetings to 
go to at all.”


